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SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:
1. Provided a SPEC WRITER NOTE on the first page for updating and editing the Applicable Publication list. (Provide the year of latest edition to each publication listed in Article 1.5 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS.)
2. Coordinated the Section titles throughout the body of the section (PART 1 - GENERAL, PART 2 – PRODUCTS and Part 3 – EXECUTION).
3. Rearranged the sections accordingly and revised the list under ARTICLE 1.2 RELATED WORK.
4. Corrected the section titles throughout this section to match the master list on the TIL.
5. Added the following SPEC WRITER NOTE in Article 1.5 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS. (Insert the year of approved latest edition between the brackets and delete the brackets // // if applicable to this project.)
6. Updated the dates of the edition for the applicable publications and left the bracket in place for the Spec Writer to take an action.
7. Corrected misspelled words and made general minor revisions.